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BOTOX is the trade name for a chemical developed from Clostridium botulinum bacteria. Muscles
are prevented from moving or contracting if the chemical is injected to them in small amounts.
BOTOX relaxes the muscles and helps make the skin appear smoother with fewer wrinkles.

A BOTOX treatment is great for several months. It is incredibly effective to clear away wrinkles
around the eyes, forehead, and neck where muscles are almost never used. However, BOTOX
does not work when put on the muscles around the mouth because these are utilized more
frequently. BOTOX will also be inadequate for wrinkles that are created by sunlight damage.

If you are a resident of Los Angeles and wish to have BOTOX therapies, invest time to look for a
competent physician. Select a licensed Los Angeles specialist who is extremely familiar with
BOTOX treatments, has great credentials, is affiliated with a local health care facility, and has
modern clinic facilities and devices. This physician will take into account your medical history and
review the whole treatment as well as your expectations from it.

A BOTOX therapy takes about ten to fifteen minutes. You may feel a sting because anesthetics are
not used in the procedure. After the therapy, patients are urged to stand and sit only. They really
should not lie down or contact the injection site to stop the BOTOX chemical from migrating to
muscles not included in the treatment.

BOTOX therapies have no downtime. Full effect usually takes fourteen days, but marked progress
can be noticed in 3 to 4 days. The therapy is perfect for 3 to 6 months. When the outcomes of
BOTOX begin to wane, you have to revisit your Los Angeles BOTOX doctor for retreatment.

If you want to keep the wrinkles away, bear in mind that BOTOX Beverly Hills doctors administer
can be costly, so you need to save up for it or incorporate it in your budget. The best thing is that
several BOTOX therapy specialists accept most modes of payment. You can pay in cash, check,
credit cards, or through payment plans with financing firms. Realize which mode of payment is
suitable for you and consult your doctor during the initial consultation if this is suitable to him/her.

Like most medical operations, BOTOX treatments also have their fair share of advantages and
drawbacks. Discuss this with the BOTOX Los Angeles specialist who will perform the treatment. For
more details regarding BOTOX, you can browse the Internet for forums that discuss the subject.
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For more details, search a Los Angeles BOTOX, a BOTOX Beverly Hills and a BOTOX Los Angeles
in Google.
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